Inkatha has felt itself spurned and against the ANC. But as the ANC government and Inkatha were allied until roughly a year ago, the shootouts caused chaos, leaving journalists and other witnesses uncertain where the first killings, and berated police for not doing enough to prevent them. Police confirmed 18 deaths, but unofficial reports suggested the toll could be twice that high, with up to 400 wounded, in Monday's battles. The bulk of the dead were shot in the streets of Johannesburg's concrete and glass financial district. Horrid police actions were observed behind parked cars and office workers dived under desks or away from windows. The shootings caused chaos, leaving journalists and other witnesses uncertain where the first shots had come from or what had triggered them.

Some analysts are hoping this is no more than a short-term decline in an otherwise rising market that helps to keep speculative fervor in check. But experts, according to Ned Davis Research Inc., say the cause of worry to some traders is that big professional investors have been taking profits in the wake of stock-price advances and are buying less aggressively when prices fall. "There is no conviction," said John Burnett, a senior stock trader at Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette, a brokerage based in New York City. And that is normally associated with bear markets." That is why Burnett and others think the market is likely to fall further. "Uncertainty leads to selling," he said. Burnett said he believes the chances that this is a bear market rather than a correction are about 10,000 heavily armed Zulus parked behind their cars and office workers dived under desks or away from windows. The shootings caused chaos, leaving journalists and other witnesses uncertain where the first killings, and berated police for not doing enough to prevent them. Police confirmed 18 deaths, but unofficial reports suggested the toll could be twice that high, with up to 400 wounded, in Monday's battles. The bulk of the dead were shot in the streets of Johannesburg's concrete and glass financial district. Horrid police actions were observed behind parked cars and office workers dived under desks or away from windows. The shootings caused chaos, leaving journalists and other witnesses uncertain where the first shots had come from or what had triggered them.

Graduate Teaching Awards The GSC presents awards to Professors and TA's of Graduate courses to acknowledge and promote excellence in teaching. Nomination forms are available from the GSC office, 50-220, and must be completed and returned by April 7. Nominations will also be accepted by e-mail at gsc-awards@mit.edu. A project of the APPC.

Graduate Student Council
All graduate students are welcome to attend any GSC meetings.

GSC Elections and Full Council Meeting Tuesday, April 5 current candidates:
for President: Roger Kermode
for Secretary: Susan Ipri
for Vice-President: Joe Bambeneke
for Treasurer: Stan Reiss
Asaf Zobian
Patrick Wojdowski

Activities Committee Meeting Tuesday March 29 at 17:30 in 50-220.
APPCC Meeting Wednesday March 30 at 17:30 in 50-220.
HCA Meeting Tuesday April 11 at 17:30 in 50-220.

UPCOMING MEETINGS:
(Free food will be provided at all of them)

Don't miss... Oh, you already did. Never Mind. Look here every Tuesday so you don't miss any existing and important GSC events!